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ABSTRACT. NASA is focusing considerable efforts on technology development for Integrated
Vehicle Health Management systems. The research in this area is targeted toward increasing
aerospace vehicle safety and reliability, while reducing vehicle operating and maintenance costs. On-
board, real-time sensing technologies that can provide detailed information on structural integrity are
central to such a health management system. This paper describes a number of sensor technologies
currently under development for integrated vehicle health management. The capabilities, current
limitations, and future research needs of these technologies are addressed.

INTRODUCTION

The application of traditional NDE methods for on-ground inspection of aerospace

vehicles contributes greatly to their safety and reliability. However, periodic inspections

significantly increase operating expense and vehicle processing time. Further, the need to

disassemble and reassemble structural components to allow inspections can lead to damage

or degradation of the structure or auxiliary systems (e.g., electrical wiring and hydraulic

lines). NASA is focusing on technology development for Integrated Vehicle Health

Management (IVHM) systems to address these issues, and to meet demanding goals in

increasing aerospace vehicle safety and reliability while reducing vehicle operating costs.

On-board, real-time sensing systems for structural integrity assessment are central to the

IVHM approach. Such sensing systems will minimize the need for periodic NDE

inspections, or at least focus these inspections to specific vehicle areas where damage was

indicated. Sensors comprising an IVHM system must be able to withstand harsh aerospace
operating environments, while having minimal size, weight, and power requirements.

Several candidate sensor technologies for use in an IVHM system are discussed in this

paper. These include fiber-optic sensors, active and passive ultrasonic methods, remote

wireless technologies, and remote non-contact sensing. Additionally, a brief discussion on

IVHM system architecture is provided to illustrate the considerations given to establishing

architectures capable of handing the data acquisition, processing, analysis, and storage for

massive numbers of multiple sensor types.

FIBER OPTIC SENSORS

Considering the large acreage of aerospace vehicle structural elements, it is a given

that extremely large numbers of sensors will be required for on-board structural integrity

assessment. Fiber optic sensors have been identified as the leading candidate technology



for meetingthisrequirementwith minimalweightpenalty. Numeroussensorsitescanbe
multiplexedalonga singleoptical fiber,mitigating the complexityandweight inherent
with thewiring requiredfor a largenumberof singleendedsensors.Fiberopticsensors
alsoprovideotheradvantagessuchasthe ability to measuremanydifferent structural
parametersof interest,immunityto electromagneticinterference(EMI), andtheability to
operateoververylargetemperatureenvironments.

Fiber optic sensorscanbe separatedinto two classesfor discretestrain and
temperaturemeasurement:cavity-baseddesignsandgrating-baseddesigns[1]. Cavity-
baseddesignsutilizean interferometriccavity in thefiber to createthesensor.Examples
includetheextrinsicFabry-Perotinterferometer(EFPI),the intrinsicor fiber Fabry-Perot
interferometer(IFPI or FFPI),and all otheretalon-typedevices. Althoughsuchsensor
designshavebeenutilizedin a widevarietyof applicationssuchasin high temperature
andEMI environments,theydonot allow for multiplexingcapabilityin asinglefiber,and
thusmaybe limitedfor applicationsrequiringlargenumberof sensors.

Grating-baseddesignsutilize aphoto-or heat-inducedperiodicityin thefiber core
refractiveindexto createasensorwhosereflectedor transmittedwavelengthis afunction
of thisperiodicity. Grating-basedsensors(e.g.,Bragggratings)canbeeasilymultiplexed
by using gratings of different wavelengthas in the case of wavelengthdivision
multiplexing(WDM). Factorslimiting thenumberof sensorsin a singlefiber includethe
limitedbandwidthof thesourceaswell asthat supportedby thefiber,andtherangeover
whichthephysicalparameterof interestisbeingmeasured.

Anothergrating-basedsystemdevelopedatNASA Langley[2,3]hastheability to
multiplexhundredsor thousandsof Bragggratings(with thesamewavelength)in a single
fiber. The systemis basedon theprinciple of optical frequencydomainreflectometry
(OFDR) and essentiallyeliminatesthe bandwidthlimitations imposedby the WDM
technique.Figure1showsresultsobtainedwhenthesystemwasusedto measurestrainsin
compositecouponssubjectedto combined thermal (elevatedand cryogenic) and
mechanicalloading.The plots comparemeasurementsobtainedusing the fiber optic
sensorsversustraditionalresistancestraingages. Threeoptical fibers,eachcontaining
Bragggratings,werebondedto thesurfaceadjacentto two conventionalfoil straingages.
A singleresistivethermalmeasurementdevicewasincloseproximityto thestraingages.
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Figure 1. Comparison of strain measurements from Bragg gratings and foil strain gages.

The graphs in Figure 1 contain tension/compression data for IM7/977-2 composite

specimens subjected to -320°F temperatures. The dashed line trace in each of the graphs

represents the data from the fiber Bragg gratings while the solid trace represents data from

the conventional foil strain gages. The horizontal axis displays load values in pounds-

force while the vertical axis displays strain in microinches per inch. The fiber optic

sensors show excellent agreement with the foil gages. At elevated temperatures (500°F),



in testsof T650-35/PMR-15compositespecimens,a similarly goodagreementbetween
foil gageand fiber optic sensorswas seenin compressiveloading. Somesmall
discrepancieswere observedfor tensile testing,possibly due to fiber-optic thermal
compensationeffects,andareunderfurtherinvestigation.

Thepreliminaryfindings from thesethermo-mechanicaltestsindicatethat fiber
Bragg gratingsare capableof accuratelymeasuringtensileand compressivestrainat
elevatedandcryogenictemperatures,althoughcompensationfor theeffectof temperature
on theopticalparametersof theBragggratingsmaybenecessary,particularlyat elevated
temperatures.Additionalresearchareasthatareof concerninclude:1)adhesiveselection
andbondingproceduresfor surfacemountingthefiber optic sensors,2) embeddedfiber
optic sensorcharacterizationat elevatedandcryogenictemperatures,and 3) transverse
sensitivityof fiber optic sensors.Theseareaswill continueto be exploredin future
researchto supportaerospacevehiclerequirements.

ACTIVE AND PASSIVE ULTRASONIC SENSING

Ultrasonic sensing, applied in both active and passive modes, is another sensor

technology area receiving considerable attention. Analysis of actively transmitted

ultrasonic signals is a conventional NDE methodology that has long been used to detect

and assess damage. However, such approaches use sensors that are scanned over the

structure to provide a point-by-point representation of material properties and/or damage

locations. Such scanning probe approaches are not currently feasible for continuous, on-

board monitoring. Therefore, the use of arrays of permanently attached or embedded

ultrasonic transducers, which act dually as transmitters and receivers, is being researched.

Ultrasonic signals generated by one transducer are detected by neighboring transducers

within an array. Damage along paths between the transducers can be detected, and with

more complex analysis methods, material along secondary propagation paths that include

reflections from structural boundaries can also be evaluated. The development of the

Stanford Multi-Actuator Receiver Transduction (SMART) layer is an excellent example of

recent efforts in this area [4]. Ongoing areas of research in active ultrasonic sensing

technology for structural health monitoring include 1) the further improvement and

characterization of miniaturized, rugged, embeddable sensors, 2) analysis methodologies

for optimized sensor placement to enable characterization of damage throughout the entire

structure rather than just along direct propagation paths, and 3) modeling of ultrasonic

guided wave propagation that occurs when such sensors are attached or embedded on thin-

walled aerospace structures.

Passive ultrasonic monitoring, also known as acoustic emission (AE), also utilizes

an array of ultrasonic sensors. The sensor array is used to passively monitor acoustic

signals generated by damage mechanisms such as crack growth. AE is widely used as a

conventional method for off-line structural assessment, and can also be implemented in-

situ to monitor a structure while in service. This capability makes it well suited for on-

board structural health monitoring of aerospace vehicles. However, considerably more

research and development is required to make AE a more viable technology for IVHM.

Successful implementation of AE requires sensors having lighter weight, increased

sensitivity, and increased ruggedness over those currently available. Additionally,

reductions in size, weight, and power requirements of the associated AE monitoring

instrumentation are also needed. Advances in AE analysis methodologies are required to

more accurately locate and identify damage, while intelligently discriminating extraneous

noise from signals indicating actual damage. Ongoing efforts in this field include the

development of AE multiplexing instrumentation that can miniaturize AE flight systems,



the developmentof fiber opticAE sensors[5] andthedevelopmentof ModalAE based
analysismethods[6]. Anothersignificantdevelopmentis thatof modelingapproachesto
betterunderstandandpredictAE propagationphenomena[7]. Suchmodelsareof benefit
for anumberof reasonsto includethecharacterizationof AE transducers,optimizationof
sensorplacementona structure,scalingof AE resultsfrom laboratorytestcouponsto full
scalestructures,andthedevelopmentof newandautomatedAE dataanalysismethods.

WIRELESSREMOTE SENSOR SYSTEMS

Conventional sensors such as strain gages, thermocouples, and accelerometers will

also be used for structural health monitoring. One major issue for such sensors is the need

to route large numbers of wires to provide power and data communication. This is an

especially difficult problem when retrofitting these sensors into existing structures, such as

the aging aircraft fleet. To address this concern, a prototype adaptable vehicle health-

monitoring architecture has been developed [8] and flight tested. The architecture is self-

contained and requires limited integration intrusion into existing systems, having "bolt-

on/bolt-off' simplicity. There are three operational levels to the architecture: one or more

remote data acquisition units (RDAU) located throughout the vehicle; a command and

control unit (CCU) located within the vehicle; and, a terminal collection unit (TCU) to

collect analysis results from all vehicles.

The RDAUs are multi-sensor interfaces with an on-board miniature computer,

programmable digital interface, nonvolatile solid-state memory and a wireless transceiver

for communication with the command and control unit. Communication is achieved by

using wireless radio frequency transceivers operating at 433MHz. The RDAUs were

designed to withstand impact during aircraft landing while mounted on the main landing

gear, and have been vibration tested up to an acceleration amplitude of 20g at 2000 Hz. It

was also designed to operate in non-environmentally controlled locations of the plane.

The RDAU was thermally tested for temperatures ranging from -50°C to 55°C and

pressure tested to simulate 50,000 ft altitude. Vibration tests verified that the remote data

acquisition unit could operate at vibration levels representative of those experienced by

commercial aircraft. During vibration testing, the final acceleration amplitude was 20g at

2000 Hz. The remote data acquisition unit has an eight channel programmable digital

interface, which allows the user discretion in choosing type of sensors, number of sensors,

sensor sampling rate and sampling duration for each sensor. Programmable data

acquisition circuitry and expert systems trained to performance baselines in each RDAU

allow the architecture to be adaptable for many types of vehicles and structures. Once a
suite of sensors has been chosen for each RDAU and installed on the vehicle, a baseline of

acceptable vehicle performance is established from measurements acquired when the

vehicle is performing correctly. Each RDAU uses an embedded expert system trained to

its respective baseline

The CCU is a computer-based subsystem that provides the communications,

analysis repository, and user interface functions for the RDAUs. The CCU can also serve

as a power management tool by regulating when individual or combinations of RDAUs

are powered. A simple radio frequency (RF) wireless network of RDAUs can be

controlled from a single CCU. The TCU provides the means to autonomously retrieve

vehicle analysis results from all vehicle CCUs. The TCU performs analysis on results

collected from all vehicles to identify any fleet-wide anomalies (e.g., all aircraft have the

same faulty bearing at a similar location). The TCU develops the final summary of the

vehicle health monitoring results that gets routed to the appropriate users (e.g.,

maintenance workers, airlines operations, etc.).



This architecturesystemhasbeenflight testedon NASA Langley'sAirborne
ResearchIntegratedExperimentsSystem(ARIES). Therewere 13 flight testsof the
RDAU andCCU. Theflight testswereperformedto validatethefollowing: thewireless
radiofrequencycommunicationcapabilitiesof thesystem,thehardwaredesign,command
and control, softwareoperation,and,dataacquisition,storage,and retrieval. A very
rigoroustestof themechanicaldesignwasachievedby mountingthedeviceon the left
main landinggear. During the initial flight tests,noneof theautonomousfeatureshad
beeninstalled. Thesystemfunctionedasa remotelycontrolleddataacquisitiondevice.
Measurementsacquiredduring flights includedtake-offs,landings,vibrationwhile gear
wasfully retracted,taxiing,and,touchandgolandings.Theflight testsdemonstratedthat
theremotelycontrolleddataacquisitioncapabilityworkedcorrectly.

NON-CONTACTSENSORSYSTEMS

Althoughmostcurrentvisionsof structuralhealthmonitoringsystemsarebasedon
sensorsthat are attachedto or embeddedwithin the structure,the adaptationof non-
contactingmeasurementsystemsshouldnot be ruled out. Methodssuch as laser
vibrometry[9], shearography[10], laserultrasound[11], andinfraredthermography[12]
are examplesof thesetechniques.Thesemethodsare typically appliedexternallyto a
structureto interrogatespecificvehiclecomponentswheredamagemayhaveoccurred.As
such,theysatisfyacriticalrole aspartof anintegratedvehiclehealthmanagementsystem

by providing enhanced ground-based diagnostic capabilities. These techniques can thus be

used to validate fault indicators or damage sites identified by the on-board sensor systems.

Further, there is potential that in the future such non-contact sensor systems could be

incorporated into some aerospace structural systems, such as large space platforms.

The use of structural vibration signatures as an indicator for airframe integrity is a

growing field [13]. Vibration signatures are typically acquired at a single or small set of

points on the aircraft surface using either a scanning laser vibrometer or accelerometers.

The surface vibration data are acquired in response to an impulse force or frequency chirp

applied by an excitation source at several locations about the vehicle. Comparison of the

time-frequency and/or wavelet analyses of the signals obtained in baseline and aged

conditions can lead to the identification of airframe cracks, disbonds, or fatigue [14-15].

Measuring the vibration signatures at only a few select points can often cause

difficulties in determining the locus of damage. Therefore, it is desirable to acquire

measurements at multiple points simultaneously. This enables spatial-temporal cross

correlations between the data obtained at each measurement site, yielding improved

accuracy in determining the location of airframe flaws. These capabilities are currently

being pursued by the development of a multi-point laser vibrometer.

Figure 2 shows the multi-point laser vibrometer configuration currently being

pursued for the acquisition of vibration signatures over a two-dimensional array of

measurement sites. Contrary to conventional scanning laser Doppler vibrometry (SLDV),
the laser beam is not scanned from measurement site to measurement site. The time-

dependent surface vibration is measured at each measurement site simultaneously so that

vibration transients are preserved. Measurement site locations are generated by passing

the output laser beam through a diffractive optical element, which can be fabricated to split

the beam into any desired pattern with better than 90% efficiency and uniformity.

Doppler-shifted scattered light is collected from each measurement location on the

vibrating surface using a standard video camera lens, and mixed with reference light

derived from the fundamental laser beam. The resulting light energy is intensity-

modulated at the Doppler shift frequency experienced at each measurement location. The



intensity-modulatedlight is subsequentlyfocusedto discretesensorlocationsanddigitized
to obtainthetime-dependentvibrationsignature.Thedataarefurtherprocessedoff-lineto
examinespatial-temporalcrosscorrelationpatternsfor NDEpurposes.
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Figure 2. Schematic of multi-point laser vibrometer for simultaneous measurements over
a two-dimensional area

Figure 3 shows a prototype multi-point vibrometer designed to measure the

propagation of structural vibrations along a line. The object under test was a 4.9-meter

long, 1.2-meter diameter aluminum cylinder fabricated in the same manner as an aircraft

fuselage. Surface vibration measurements in response to an applied impulse force were

obtained at 512 individual sensor sites along the 0.4-meter interrogation line. An example

plot showing the time-dependent surface wave propagation is shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Vibration measurements across the

interrogation line after impulse force

ARCHITECTURE CONSIDERATIONS

In addition to considering the types of sensors required to characterize structural

integrity as part of an IVHM system, the data systems and processing architectures

necessary to support such large numbers of heterogeneous sensors must also be

considered. The architecture will be highly complex, as it must provide for the



interrogation,digitizing,pre-processing,andarchivingof massiveamountsof raw signal
information for consumptionby modelingand analysismodulesthat will assessthe
integrity of the affectedstructuralelements.Furthermore,sinceit is anticipatedthat a
portionof thecostbenefitsgainedthroughthedeploymentof on-boardSHM systemsis
achievedthroughtheeliminationof certainmaintenanceandinspectionprocedures,the
architecture'slevel of reliability mustbecommensuratewith currentregulatoryguidance
for assuringcontinuedairworthiness[16, 17]. Themagnitudeof rawsignaldata,coupled
with the complexity of the network interconnectionsand evolving diagnosticand
prognosticsmethodologies,necessitatekey architecturecharacteristicsof scalability,
robustness,flexibility, andmaintainability[18].

Recognizingthat architecturecannotbe completelyseparatedfrom application,
work is underwayto definea methodologythat will aid in designingarchitecturesfor
IVHM environments,and a layeredreferencearchitecturethat facilitatesscalability,
robustness,flexibility, andmaintainability[18, 19] is beingdeveloped.It is anticipated
thata SHMarchitecturewill supporta dataflow thatincludesreal-timeflight data(e.g.,
altitude, airspeed,accelerations,etc.) and sensordata (e.g., acousticemission,strain,
vibration,corrosion,etc.)thatis taggedandconditioned(e.g.,when,where,amount,rate,
etc.),archivedfor trendanalysisandusagehistory,thenforwardedto aflight profiler for
determinationof phase-of-flightandmaneuver.Thetaggedandconditioneddata,coupled
with flightprofile,usagehistory,certificationloaddata,andarchivedmaintenancedata,is
thenmadeavailableto thediagnostics/prognosticsmodulesfor degradationassessment.

NASA is currently giving specific emphasisto architecturessupportingthe
deploymentof Langley'sOFDRfiber opticBragggratingsensorsystemtechnologyasa
keysensorsuitecomponentfor on-boardstructuralhealthandusagemonitoring.A series
of simulatedaxial fuselagelap joints havebeeninstrumentedwith Bragggratingsand
testedat NASA Langleyfor purposesof developinganarchitectureconceptaswell as
building a proof-of-conceptdiagnosticinferencemodel that can infer the presenceof
growing fatigue cracksat affectedand adjacentfasteners[20]. As a result of these
preliminary tests, severalkey architectureareaswere identified as needingfurther
investigationincluding (1) reduction,representation,and archival of large datasets
suitablefor retrievalby currentdegradationanddamageassessmentmodules,(2)optimal
techniquesfor increasingtimelinessin demodulatingthe waveform,includingdedicated
distributedprocessorsandanalogtechniques,(3) automaticidentificationandlocationof
Bragggratingswithin eachfiber string,(4) miniaturizationof componentsfor sub-system
distributionthroughouttheairframe,(5) fusionof fiberoptic strainsensordatawith other
pertinentsensorinformation,and (6) architecturecompatibilitybetweenlaboratorytest
environmentsandflight-worthyavionics[21].

SUMMARY

Extremely large numbers of a variety of sensor types will be necessary to provide real-time,

on-board structural integrity assessment as part of an IVHM system for aerospace vehicles.

These sensors will measure a multitude of parameters including strain, temperature, load,

pressure, vibration, ultrasonic waves, and local chemistry. For flight applications, such

sensors will need to be extremely lightweight, as well as be able to survive rugged

environments. At present, fiber optic sensing is the leading candidate for such applications

because of the ability to multiplex hundreds to thousands of sensors in a single fiber.

Ultrasonic sensors, utilized in both active and passive modes, are also being studied for on-

board structural health monitoring. For retrofit onto existing vehicles, a remote wireless

sensor architecture is being developed that can support a variety of conventional sensor



types,andbe boltedinto locationson vehicleswithouthavingto routewiresto provide
communicationand power. Remote,non-contactingsensortechnologiesare being
developedfor complimentarygroundinspections,andpossiblyfor on-vehicledeployment.
Further,thedatasystemsandprocessingarchitecturesthatwill be requiredto supportthese
massivenumbersof diversesensorsarebeingconsidered,with specialemphasison the
integrationof fiberopticsensorswith moreconventionalsensortypes.
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